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ABSTRACT 

A few video coding (VC) standards is thought about by method for Time, Computations testing results and 

PSNR by its compression potential. The outlines are investigated by methodologies with H.262/MPEG-2 video, 

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, H.263, MPEG-4 Visual and HEVC.  

HEVC encoders produce proportional quality as encoders which fit in with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC. The 

resultant bit rate is half less. HEVC is especially for low bit rates, low delay communication applications and high 

resolution video content.  Its changes measured by the PSNR metric is not exactly measured subjective change. 

KEYWORDS: MPEG-2, AVC High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The changes in standard benchmarks is clearly comprehended MPEG-2, MPEG-4 ,(AVC) and High 

capability video coding measures, the progression of which was synchronized by the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures 

Expert Group (MPEG) and ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG). Main rendition of H.264/MPEG-AVC 

standard (Rucha Bahirat, 2014; Karthik, 2013, Jasmin, 2015). Is utilized as part of the duration among 1999 and 

2003 which fulfil developing requirement for higher in productivity for coding, with respect to video broadcast in 

overabundance of information rate channels.  

Accordingly, the H.264/MPEG-AVC accomplished increment around half in coding productivity when 

contrasted with its antecedent H.264/ MPEG AVC H.262/ MPEG-2 video was expected for two extreme piece video 

coding in direct to oblige the growing expansion of layers and capacity media. In this manner, offered climb to a 

broad combination MPEG-4 AVC-based things and its usage (Philomina, 2014; Karthik, 2014).  

Resulting periods of change, extra tries were made (generally from 2003 to 2009). As authoritatively 

recorded above, H.264/MPEG AVC gave important piece hold stores appeared differently in relation to 

H.262/MPEG-2Video. Video coding (VC) standards, at any rate their initial releases, were not at initially planned -

UHD and -HD video content, enthusiasm is depended upon to essentially augmented within the near future (UHD 

habitually implies these two together and the resolutions is imparted to luma tests). An outcome, ITU -T VCEG, 

ISO/ IEC MPEG set up gathering on JCT VC and subject to request for recommendations on VC. History of VC 

standard as appeared in figure 1. In light of this CfP, a great deal of recommendations were submitted both from 

agents of the scholarly world and industry, which thusly prompted a serious advancement of the purported. The 

principal version of HEVC formally settled in the month of January 2013, the last adjusted determination is affirmed 

by I-TU-T as recommended as H.265. 

 
Figure.1. History of video standard 

The (H.265/ MPEG- HEVC) standard is planned as the material for about entire current H.264/MPEG-AVC 

applications, highlight on high-determination video coding. The progression in methodology of H.265 or MPEG-

HEVC in like manner dictated because of most recent exploratory and imaginative achievements of VC, bit rate 

assets are proficient extensively similar in VQ was surveyed to precursor like MPEG-AVC (Gopalakrishnan, 2014; 

karthik, 2014; Saravanan, 2014; Vijayaragavan, 2014). HEVC has been intended to concentrate on basically all 

current utilizations of H.264/ MPEG-4 AVC predominantly focussed two issues: expanded video determination and 

expanded utilization handling architectures. The code of HEVC is bland and ought to likewise be the most part suited 

for different applications that are not specially expressed previous. The proposed work is planned as follows. The 

salient feature of VCS and are represented in Section II. In Section III the HEVC coding technology is explained in 

detail. Comparison of VCS in Section- IV. Conclusion and future work are drawn in Section- V. 

Video coding (VC) Standards: In this portion a general idea of VCS, and describes methods using video coding 

standards 
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H.262 | ISO / IEC 13818-2 (MPEG-2 Video): The H. 262 or MPEG- 2 Video is created as endeavor of ITU-T, ISO/ 

IEC JTC 1. This is done comprehensively used for cutting edge TV and the optical video plate position. Each 

photograph in Video image progression is splitted to large blocks, involve 16×16 luma square and 4:2: 0 chroma 

testing plan, related 8×8 chroma pieces. The characterized pictures sorts: I, P, and B. Presentation/yield request codes 

I and P pictures. I pictures, intra coding mode are used in all macroblocks, and it does not reference different frames 

in videos. Macro block (MB) within photograph transmits in intra or bury mode. Cover method, as of now codes I 

or P frame is used as reference frame (Karthik, 2013, 2014; Kanniga, 2011; Vijayaragavan, 2014).  

Uprooting in entomb MB photo with respect in reference frame also determined in half -specimen exactness 

movement Vectors. Recognized sign in half-specimen areas is gotten by direct addition. By and large, the movement 

vector is coded differentially utilizing the movement vector in the MB to one side indicator. Standard incorporates 

coded elements that permit a mostly proficient motioning of zero-esteemed movement vector. In the MPEG-2 video, 

B picture hold the parameter that are coded, yet, showed beforehand codes P or I picture. In the B Pictures, both the 

reference edges are utilized:  I /P picture goes before the B picture which showcases request and I /P edges gets 

succeeded. Stand out movement vector is utilized for movement pay in a MB, the picked casing was determined in 

coding mode. B frames likewise gives extra coding mode, the forecast sign was computed by expectation signals in 

both reference frames. In this mode, alluded as the bi-forecast expectation mode, both movement vectors was 

transmitted. Continuous keeps running of entomb MBs of B pictures utilizes the movement parameters as the MB to 

one side exclude forecast blunder sign is spoken to an especially productive language structure. The Main Profile is 

compared in the given paper.  

ITU-T Recommendation H.263:  The ITU-T Rec. H.263 which is the first form characterizes grammar highlights 

fundamentally the same to H. 262/ MPEG-2 video, yet incorporates few effective changes for low-postpone low 

piece rate coding. Using code of movement vectors is better the part astute middle  movement vectors of 3 

neighboring already decodes squares as the movement vector indicator. The change coefficient are coded in its level 

utilizing a 3D run level last VLC, enhanced for lower piece rates in tables. Main variant of H. 263 has 4 extensions 

indicate extra coding choices, attaches D and F are much of the time utilized for creating coding productivity. The 

utilization of addition D permits movement vectors are pointed external to reference picture, a component which not 

accepted in H.262/ MPEG-2 video. Addition F presents a CM for P- Pictures, the entomb 8×8 mode, has 4 movement 

Vectors reporting in real time for a MB, each for a 8×8 sub-square.  

It further determines the use of somewhat secured piece movement remuneration. The forms of H.263, that 

is frequently known as H.263+ and H.263++, individually, include a few discretionary coding components as 

additions. Addition I enhances the intra sustaining so as to code a forecast of intra AC coefficients, characterizing 

elective output designs for on a level plane and vertically anticipated squares, and including a particular quantization. 

Extension J indicates a channel which is valuable within the movement remuneration circle. Extension O includes 

versatility support, which incorporates a determination of B edges generally like H.262/MPEG-2 Video. A few 

restrictions in adaptation 1 as far as quantization is disposed of extension T, is superior to chroma constancy 

indicating a littler Quantization Step Size in Chroma Coefficients when compared to luma coefficients. Extension U 

presents idea in different reference pictures. In element, movement repaid expectation is not constrained to utilize 

only that final de-coded I/P frame a kind of perspective image. Set up of this, numerous reference pictures in decoded 

embedded photo support and utilized in bury forecast. For every movement vector, a Reference Picture record is 

broadcasted, utilized reference picture for the relating piece. Alternate extensions in H. 263+ and H. 263++ by and 

large give extra functionalities, for example, the determination of components for enhanced mistake streng. 

H.264/AVC: All passages (H.264/ MPEG-4) Part 10 or Advanced Video Coding (AVC) is a Video pressure arrange, 

at present standout amongst generally utilized organizations recording, pressure, and conveyance of Video substance. 

H.264/AVC/MPEG-4 Part 10 holds various new elements that perform it to pack video significantly more viably 

than more established measures perform many adaptability application to a broad assortment in system situations. 

H.264 have adaptability to backing a broad assortment uses with altogether variety piece rate necessities. In 

excitement video applications incorporate satellite, telecast, link and DVD—H.264 have the capacity to convey an 

execution 1 to 10Megabit/s with idleness, for the telecom administrations it conveys bit rates beneath 1Mbit/s with 

less dormancy,H.264 focuses on a particular utilizations which has seven profiles.  

Every profile characterizes the list of capabilities encoder might utilize and also restricts the decoder usage 

multifaceted nature. H.264 have 11 levels or level of capacity in breaking point execution, data transmission and 

memory necessities.  

The bit rate and the encoding rate inside macro blocks, its levels are characterised, resolution is calculated 

for every second from QCIF to HDTV. If the determination is higher, higher level is required. Fundamental coding 

structures in this standard is similar to prior models and ordinarily alluded the movement is adjusted—change coding 

structure.  Video coding is estimated picture by picture. Every photo which is coded is initially parcelled to various 

cuts (it is conceivable to have one cut for each photo too). Cuts are singular coding units in this standard when 
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contrasted with before measures as every cut is coded autonomously. As in prior models, a cut comprises of an 

arrangement (16 x 16 Luminance (y)) and related two Chrominance (blue  difference -Cb and red difference- Cr) 

parts in each macro block. Luminance is apportioned into (16x16),(16x8), (8x16), and 8x8 in macro 

block,(8x8)luminance is subdivided into  (8x8, 8x4, 4x8 and 4x4).  Sub macro block in 4x4 is known to be a piece. 

Apportioning is represented in fig.2. Thusly, inconsistent square size development evaluation uses more diminutive 

piece size for movable things and greater piece size for establishment, that grow the VQ and the video coding item 

 
Figure.2. Segmentation of macro block for Motion compensation in H.264/AVC 

HEVC- Video coding standards:  ITU-T and ISO/IEC associations are primary driver for the advancement of video 

coding benchmarks. H.261 and H.263 are created by(ITU-T, MPEG-1 and MPEG-4) Visual is delivered by ISO/ICE, 

and the two associations mutually created H.262 / MPEG-2 video and H.264 / MPEG-4 AVC gauges, which are 

generally utilized as a part of assortment of item in our day by day life. HEVC along these lines rose by the joint exertion 

of both ITU-T and ISO/ICE.  

Depiction of criteria: Estimation system in computing target contrasts between rate–distortion bends are utilized as 

assessment paradigm as a part of this segment. The normal contrasts in the bit rate sandwiched in between those two 

bends, measurement in %, are reported here. First estimation technique, separate rate–distortion bends for the luma 

and chroma segments were utilized, consequently bringing about three diverse normal piece rate contrasts, each parts. 

Isolating the estimations is imperfect, infrequently befuddling, exchange offs are flanked by the execution in the 

luma and chroma segments which are not considered. Utilized strategy, the rate–distortion bends in the consolidated 

luma and chroma parts is utilized. Joined top sign to-commotion proportion (PSNRYUV) is initially figured as the 

weighted total of the crest sign to-clamor proportion per photo of the individual segments (PSNRY, PSNRU and 

PSNRV),  

PSNRYUV = (6   PSNRY + PSNRU + PSNRV) / 8,        (1) 

Where PSNRY, PSNRU, PSNRV are everyone compute as 

PSNR = 10 log10 ((2B – 1)
2
 / MSE),            (2) 

B = 8 represents amount of bits in each test, the video sign which is coded and then MSE is the SSD isolated 

when that amount of tests in sign. The PSNR estimations in each video plan is figured per-picture estimations by 

averaging. Utilizing bit rate, joined PSNRYUV information to Bjontegaard estimation strategy offer solitary normal 

distinction in bit rate that (at any rate mostly) considers the trade-offs in the middle of luma and chroma part 

constancy B. Coefficient Coding. 

 Like MPEG-4AVC the HEVC also transmitting significance map the position of the last non-zero change 

co-efficient, Sign bits and the Levels for the change coefficient. On the other hand, different modifications for every 

portion is made, particularly for increased treatment is important for expanded size. 

 
Figure.3. Three co-efficient scan methods in HEVC. (a) Diagonal up-right scanning. (b) Horizontal 

Scanning. (c) Vertical Scan. 

In any case, the level and vertical repeated coordinated positions of the Non-Zero Co-efficient are coded 

keep going for the TB before sending the significance maps of 4 × 4 sub blocks that show which other change 

coefficients have nonzero qualities, instead of sending a movement of last-coefficient identification flags that are 

interleaved with the significance map as done in H. Three coefficient filtering systems in HEVC are appe 

Comparison of older video coding standards: HEVC gives a higher piece rate funds contrasted with every single 

more seasoned standard. Execution measure is dissected in light of normal piece rate reserve funds and PSNR. Test 

arrangements are coded in distinctive piece rates utilizing every single accessible standard. Comparison (3) 

demonstrates the count of PSNR for individual parts. 

 PSNR = 10 log10 ((2B-1) 2 /MSE)        (3) 

In which B is the quantity of bits / test of video sign, MSE (Mean Squared Error) is SSD (Sum of Squared 

Difference) partitioned by no. of tests in that sign 
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Figure.4. Average bitrate saving relative to HEVC for the equal PSNR for entertainment applications 

Normal Piece Rate in respect to HEVC for equivalent PSNR is assessed for stimulation and intelligent 

applications. Here the PSNR is kept consistent and execution parameters are assessed for bit rate reserve funds. Keeping 

HEVC as a kind of perspective standard, the normal piece rate investment funds is contrasted with different guidelines, 

for example, (H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, MPEG-4 ASP, H.263 HLP and MPEG-2/H.262) and are indicated graphically in 

Figure 4. what's more, Figure 5. It is clear that a lot of bit rate is spared by HEVC contrasted with more seasoned 

measures. 

 
Figure.5. Average bitrate saving relative to HEVC for equal PSNR for interactive applications 

H.265/HEVC is successor standard of H.264/MPEG-4 -AVC and have created tremendous hopefulness. 

Industry's battle with lack of data transfer capacity, range, stockpiling and unavoidable need to take developing HD 

substance for multi stage conveyance. HEVC was affirmed by ITU-T in January 2013 and has been among the most 

talked about show patterns. 

Table.1. Key difference between H.264 and HEVC Standards 

 
Table 1 demonstrates the key contrasts in the middle of H.264 and HEVC norms on different catagories. Today 

H.264 is the most generally acknowledged and received arrangement in online and show area for substance pressure 

and conveyance. HEVC, the new video coding standard brings guarantee of colossal transmission capacity investment 

funds of around 40-half over  

H.264 encoded substance with comparative quality. 

2. CONCLUSIONS 

The outcomes reported in this work shows developing HEVC standard could give a lot of expanded coding 

proficiency which is superior to anything past models, including H.264/MPEG-4- AVC. PSNR versus bit rate 

estimations have been introduced contrasting proficiency in coding of the capacities of both video coding. Finally, 

consequences of individual tests were given looking at HEVC and (H.264/MPEG-4 AVC), speaking to bit rate 

diminishment could be accomplished in the illustration video test set by around half. At the point when utilized well 
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together, the parts of the new plan give roughly a half piece rate investment funds for equal perceptual quality with 

respect to the accomplished execution of former guidelines (particularly for a high-determination video). The 

advantage for high efficiency video coding - HEVC appears to surpass the advantage measured utilizing PSNR, and 

the advantage is more noteworthy for the low bitrates, low-postpone application encodings and higher-determination 

video content. These outcomes for the most part concur with the preparatory coding productivity assessments of 

HEVC. 
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